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HONOURABLE SIR
one Summer’s evening we were walking with some friends around the
Fondamenta of the Temple of Santa Maria del Fiore1, and since we all
pursue, as much as our ability allows us, the studies in Philosophy, we were
talking about philosophical things, in a friendly manner, not like those that
wanted more to argue than to learn;
at some point some Mosquitoes that were flying around us got us thinking
about the nature of those tiny flying animals, and we talked about it for
some time since, as Pliny2 wrote in the second chapter of the eleventh book:
Nature shows much more its power in the small things than in the bigger
ones. In fact as Pliny himself said: Where does it put3 so many features in a
Mosquito? How has it given the way of seeing? Where does it put its sense of
taste? Where does it put the sense of smell? And where does that shrill voice
come from and how is it that its voice is more powerful than its size would
suggest? With what delicacy are its wings attached, and its legs stretched out?
And where did it put that fasting yet greedy and cavernous stomach thirsty of
blood, especially of human blood? With which mastery did it sharpen its
sting, which despite being so thin you can barely see it, it is manufactured so
sharply it can harm and groove to suck blood? The sting is so sharp and the
Mosquito can move so precisely to prick not just the tender human flesh
but also the very tough leather of Buffaloes, Oxes and of Elephants;
actually, even the strong Lions are not safe from their terribly annoying
stings; so much that, as Ammiano Marcellino4 recounts, in order to get rid
of them Lions have to jump sometimes in a rush into the very deep waters
of the Mesopotamian rivers. But what is more astonishing, in order to

1

Translator’s Notes: the cathedral in Florence.
Translator’s Notes: Pliny the Elder (23-79), a Roman author, naturalist and philosopher
who died while trying to describe the effects of the devastating eruption of the Vulcano Vesuvio
in the year 79, when the villages of Pompei and Ercolano were completely destroyed.
3
Translator’s Notes: How could Nature set so many complex behaviours and
characteristics into the small body of a mosquito?
4
Ammiano Marcellino (330 ca-395 ca). He is one of the most famous Roman historians of
the IV century whose work has been preserved, even if mutilated. His Rea gestae libri XXXI
describes the years 353-378.
2
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make this little animal an even more marvellous creature in its hands,
Nature didn’t give it just external senses, but also internal ones; this was
well observed and described by a famous Arabian Author in the second
part of his book entitled: Ketab agiaib el machlukat Ugaraib el maugiudat;
that is Book of the most marvellous creatures and most strange things, and
rare essences. This Arabic Author is Doctor Zaccaria Ben Muahammed Ibn
Mahmud, who since being native of the city of Casbino in Persia is
commonly called Elchazuino, or as others write Alchazuino; this he has
written about the Mosquito: There is a little animal that in its small body
resembles the Elephant, and all that Nature has given to the Elephant it has
given to the Mosquito as well, but added to it wings too. Look at its size, that
is so small that when it flies one can barely notice it with the eyes; look at its
head, that for sure doesn’t look like a head, but in it resides the ability to see
and hear; imagine how big the brain can be in such a small head, but despite
of that there live the five internal abilities5. Here lies the ability to notice
other animals approaching; here lies the ability to imagine, because when it
lands on the flesh of an animal it intrudes its trunk, which it doesn’t do if it
lands on a wall; here lies the ability to think, which makes it aware of who
chases it and who doesn’t, from the first it flies away, from the latter it
doesn’t; here is the ability to remember, since once it has wounded and
sucked some particles of blood, it immediately flies away aware that it has
caused pain and therefore it is exposed to the revenge of the offended one;
there is the ability to reason, when it flies away when it senses the movement
of the human hand, knowing it is dangerous, but comes back to the same spot
when the hand retracts. In this manner we were talking when one of us
pointed out a peculiar and marvellous thing that My Lord6 has written
about Mosquitoes in His very famous book of the experiences about the
generation of insects; here He wrote that these animals are born of the same
size and shape that they keep during all their life, and I got the desire to
confirm with my own eyes what My Lord has recounted. Another one of
us said he had no doubts that Sir Francesco Redi told the truth, because he
noticed the same event happening to other flying insects, such as flies and
silk moths, that they emerge from the cocoon in such a perfect size that
they will not grow any bigger. According to the above cited book of the

5

Translators Note’s: it is to indend the 5 senses of the perception of the environment.
Translator’s Notes: ‘My Lord’ is referred to Francesco Redi (1626-1698) biologist,
naturalist and doctor at the court of Ferdinando II of Medici, Grand Duke of Tuscany. Redi is
considered the founder of the modern biological experimental method.
6
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experiences, I believe it to be wrong, the opinion of those that think that
insects are born from any putrifying material and can turn into living
animals; so said, that for some remembrance of my youth schooling of my
first Masters, I still had some doubts about this type of generation,
especially about Mosquitoes, and so I wished to explain that to my
companions. And to do so I referred to Aristoteles, who asserts that these
animals are born from the rotting substance above the Earth, he teaches in
many occasions as well that they can generate from Water. He describes
this thought in the nineteenth chapter of the fifth book of the history of
animals. The Mosquitoes (he says) are born from those worms that are called
Ascaridies; Ascaridies are born form mud or earthy sediments at the bottom
of ponds or any other place where the water collects and stagnates. Of a
similar Aristotelic opinion was Ulisse Aldovrando7, who in the fifth chapter
of the third book on insects wrote. That some Mosquitoes are born from the
rotting bodies, others from the rotting material found at the bottom of ponds
and bogs, and others from the grass and trees.
They agreed, and among us many thoughts were exchangend on all
this, and about the differences between water and earth; but we finally
concluded that vain and useless are syllogisms, conjectures and the
apparent reasons of that time, when you can understand the truth with
experience accompained by judgement and accuracy, and this was wisely
said by that grand Spanish minister: Quanto se apriene de libros reçibe alma
con la experiençia; and this same Minister in another place said: Agua de
lagunas llouedizia, lo que se sabe de libros. Agua manantial, lo que se
apriende de la experiençia.
It was proposed that, since it was Summer, one of us should start an
experiment, with the aim to clear this fact, and since I was the youngest
and keenest it was decided I should be the first one to approach this
experiment. […] I will now proceed to recount to My Lord, sure that I will
please and respect you in the same way as you show kindness, and support
me and my studies.
On the twentieth day of the month of June of the year 1679, I sent to
catch a good amount of water that stagnates at the beginning of the Poggio
Imperiale8, and put six fingers deep of that water into an open glass vase in
my house and the same amount in another similar vase but closed up with

7
Ulisse Aldrovandi (1522-1605). Naturalist, botanist and entomologist from Bologna who
founded one of the first natural history museums. His imposing naturalistic collections are still
today preserved mainly in the Museo Aldrovandiano in Bologna (Italy).
8
Translator’s Notes: a place in a hilly area outside the old city walls of Florence.
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a lid. Constantly checking the containers, I saw some Mosquitoes flying
around the open vase, giving me hope I would succeed in my intent, in fact
I was not mistaken; indeed on the 24th of the same month I noticed some
worms swimming in the open vase, so small and minute that the eye could
barely see them, it is likely that, given the shape of the vase and the
reflections of the water, they might have appeared to me even larger than
what they really were. In the closed vase with the similar volume of the
same water as in the first one, there were so far no worms at all, even if I
saw many Mosquitoes flying around it and trying to find a way in.
On the 28th I covered the open vase where the minute worms were
swimming with a sheet of paper I had perforated with a pin, so that, if
Mosquitoes should be born from those, they wouldn’t manage to fly away
before me noticing them.
In the following days these little worms grew slowly, so that on the
10th of July they were so large that I was able to easily study their external
appearance. They seem to be formed by 10 segments or spheres, that get
smaller the closer they get to the tail. The first segment that is the head is
fairly larger than the rest and has on the anterior part a protuberance
where there is the mouth, which seems in constant movement and is
situated in between two small spikes, or little twisted horns facing each
other. On the other extremity is the tail with a little antennae, larger where
it joins the body of the worm and becoming thinner and thinner almost
invisible and ends not in a tip, but branches out in the shape of a wide fork
with one end going to the left and the other to the right. The rest of the
body is covered with minute hairs of varying length, the longest of which
lay flat parallel to the horizon; however, since I am not able to describe my
observations properly, I drew with the best of my ability an enlarged
drawing that was shown to me through a poor microscope with just one
lens, and it is the one marked on the table with number 2.
These worms swim around in the water, usually moving from the
bottom of the vase even up to the surface of the water; but they don’t move
with the head forwards like all the other animals do, but with the tail. Once
they have reached the surface of the water they seem to attach themselves
to the surface with the fork of the tail and here they stop for a while,
almost still, keeping the rest of the body dangling head down, but when
they start to swim, they move swiftly again.
The mass of the body of these worms grew slowly until the twentieth
day of the following month of July, on which day some of them had
changed shape, colour and way of moving; they had lost the bifurcated
antennae on the tail, and on their back close to the head they now had two
small horns. Moreover, earlier they were almost black and greyish, now
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they were whiteish, almost completely transparent. Concerning their
movement, they would move from the bottom of the vase curled up in the
shape of a semi-circle, and they would move towards the surface very
slowly, or to explain it better they would let themselves float like those
bodies that are lighter than water itself. Once they reached the surface with
the back they would stop there a bit motionless, but when they started
moving back down to the bottom of the vase they were able to do that so
swiftly, stretching the semi-circled shape like a bow when the arrow has
been shot. Their shape is depicted with num. 3.
During the following days, sometimes one at a time, sometimes many,
the worms changed into the same shape, and picked up the same colour,
and type of movement; so that by the 26th of July they had transformed in
the same way, and so on until the 1st of August when I saw being born the
first Mosquito, and the following day and in the successive days all the
others were born; so that, by the sixth of August all of them were born,
coming out from their shell, or chrysalid, however we want to call them, or
more precisely from their worms, since along the back of the worms
floating on the surface there was an opening from where the Mosquitoes
came out, and they flew in the air and attached themselves with their six
legs on the dry part of the glass or on the paper that was sealing the vase,
while some of their remains floated on the water surface, others floated at
water level and others sank and laid at the bottom of the vase after some
time; but the size of the Mosquitoes appeared already the same as we
usually see them when they annoyingly fly around in the house or in the
garden; therefore, it is very true that these little beasts are born of the same
size as they stay all their entire live, as My Lord excellently wrote already in
His already mentioned book of Insects; He is right since all the other
animals can fatten or thinnen so that their body can dilate or decrease, so I
believe that even the Mosquitoes can grow a bit or become smaller
depending on the abundance or lack of nutrition, and I moreover maintain
that the abdomen of females carrying eggs is larger than those of males or
those of females that have laid their eggs.
In the time span of five or six days all the Mosquitoes I mentioned
before, which were born inside the closed vase deprived of any nutrition,
other than water, died within six days.
None of the other Mosquitoes that were born in another glass vase
died after this time span; here, after the birth, I had taken out bit by bit the
water and introduced in the vase peels of melon, pumpkin and pears, and
some ripe figs and some tender tree tips, and, so that they would have
something to drink, I put a small glass filled with water at the bottom of
the pot as watering place; and with this care they lived more than one
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month, but I didn’t notice any sign of growth in their body. It is to be said,
though as well, that even if those first Mosquitoes died without feeding
after five or six days from their birth, after all this I am still convinced
enough, that this is not the length of their usual life, because I performed
many more experiments and they lived longer, or lesser, and I noticed that
the length of their life depends on the place where they live, and the
warmth of the season, the size of the vase; so that they live longer in a
larger vase than a smaller, and in a warmer place than a colder one. The
same is to be said of the worms that produce them, they grow faster and
produce the perfect Mosquitoes in a warmer place than in a colder one, so
that it’s unbelievable how much faster they grow if exposed to the sun
rather than in a shady area; the same, they grow faster and larger if left in
dirty and muddy waters than in clear ones, where they find more food they
need in the first, than in the second. Sometimes, if they are kept in quite
cool places with pure and transparent waters, they live for many days
without showing any sign of growth, and they live without producing
Mosquitoes.
Mosquitoes breed such worms not only in clean and in dirty waters,
but they like to breed them in waters where there has been mixed a small
amount of wine; and this is not too surprising since those wells where by
mistake some wine has been poured in, they sometimes fill up with worms.
The following experiment has been replicated by me several times and
reassured me of this conclusion.
On the 13th of August I poured in two large chamber pots a certain
amount of well water and I added a small amount of red wine. I left one of
these pots open, and I closed with several layers of paper the other one. I
have never seen any worms in the closed chamber pot, but on the 23rd of
August I saw that the water in the open one was full with worms that kept
on growing and stretching. On the last day of the month some started to
lose the antennae of the tail, and change into the shape of a semicircle, as I
mentioned before, and on the 3rd of September I saw the first Mosquitoes
born, and by the 13th all Mosquitoes were born. On the 14th I poured more
water mixed with a larger quantity of wine in another glass vase and I left it
uncovered, but I have never noticed any worms, therefore I thought that
because of the cooler weather the breeding time was over, or that I had
mixed in too much wine.
So far, I was satisfied with my experimentations, understanding, and
without doubts, that these worms are born from seed or eggs laid in open
waters, since none such minute animals were born in closed waters; and I
was reassured about this idea remembering that several times My Lord has
told me that at the time of the Serene Highness Grand Duke Ferdinand
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the Second9 he was given at various times various types of waters coming
from different faraway lands and separated from our world, and at the
famous Accademia del Cimento10 he had the noble curiosity of understanding the difference of weights of waters; and even in so perfectly tight
closed glass pots there never appeared any worms, despite of the long
navigations, the big differences of climate, and travels under the Equinox,
so that at various times in the court of Tuscany one could see the waters of
the Jordan, of the Nile, of the well in Mecca, and of some springs around
Constantinople; one could see the waters from around Goa, of the Islands
of Zeilan, the Philippine Islands, of the Bay de todos Sanctos of Brasil, of
the sweet Lake in Mexico, of some Islands of the Antilles, of the Spanish
rivers Manzanares, and Tago. With all this in mind, I had great desire to
find these eggs, and these seeds, and in which manner the Mosquitoes
threw them into the water, and I was making all sorts of suggestions, but
always in vain; so much, that I was already despairing to fulfill my desire
when luck took me where with all my studies I hadn’t reached – one day
while I was walking in the garden of Saint Tommaso d’Aquino in Via della
Pergola11, I noticed that a great number of Mosquitoes were flying in and
out from a large basin full of water that was kept there to water the plants
in that garden; so I decided to look if there was anything there that was
worth studying for my purpose. On the surface of the water I saw floating
many little boats of various sizes, most of which weren’t bigger than the
size of melon seeds. I called them little boats because their shape reminded
me of the boats that are used to move along our river Arno12. They were
hollow above and they ended on their length in two equally curved
extremities, and their body was formed by very thin layers marvellously
placed next to each other, and one could see that in between each layer
there was some empty space. As far as it is possible in a drawing, their
shape is represented in number 1.
So, seeing such a nice and curious work, I started puzzling about
what it could be, and to what use it would be destined by Nature, and at
the same time I was observing the floating and the movement of those little

9

Translator’s Notes: Ferdinand II of Medici, Duke of Tuscany from 1621 to 1670.
Translator’s Notes: Academy of experiments, founded in Florence in 1657 by students of
Galileo Galilei, the first scientific association using Galilean experimental approaches (the
Academy was then closed in 1667 for political and religious reasons).
11
Translator’s Notes: a street that at that time was set outside the city walls, a street with
many gardens.
12
Translator’s Notes: the river that flows through Florence.
10
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boats on the water surface; they just about touched the surface with one
extremity, let’s call it the keel, and they were moving at the slightest breeze
of air, or breath, or at the tiniest and imperceptible movement of the water,
and when I wanted to touch any of them with my finger, they would move
away from it in such way that they seemed to have a sense of perception,
and, on the contrary, at times when they were a bit further away they
would come quickly close to my fingers when I touched the surface of the
water. While I was looking at the peculiar movements of the little
swimming bodies and at the constrasting movements of that floating
minute ships, I recollected what I had learned about the movements of
those small swimming bodies in the ninth and following chapters of that
knowledgeable book de motionibus naturalibus à gravitate pendentibus,
written in the year 1670 by the very famous and never enough celebrated
Sir Giovann’Alfonso Borelli13, I noticed in that same water some very tiny
worms that had the same shape, colour and type of movement as those
from which Mosquitoes are born; therefore I started thinking if by any
chance those little boats would contain the seeds, and the eggs of
Mosquitoes, and in order to wipe out any of my doubts I picked up one of
them, and put it in a glass of very clear well water and placed it in a sunny
place; I saw in a very short time the little boat tear apart in tiny pieces that
sank to the bottom or floated on the surface of the water – and in that
same water I suddenly saw 30 or 40 of those little worms so small that the
eye was just about able to notice them, and maybe would haven’t been able
at all if they weren’t moving perpetually and if the water hadn’t been so
clear and the air as well.
Because of this event and other experiments I carried out in the
following days, I was completely reassured that those little boats contain
Mosquito eggs in the little gaps between the layers: and great was my
surprise in seeing that from one Mosquito a little boat would come out that
actually looked larger than the Mosquito itself; therefore I deduced that it
is necessary that the little boats are born from the Mosquito very tiny and
shrivelled and that then they bloat by penetration of air or because of
some internal fermentation, and this I noticed even with my own eyes, that
they kept on growing and stretching out until they opened, and then they

13
Giovanni Alfonso Borelli (1608-1679). He was a notable scientist interested in biomedical studies and in physical-mathematical disciplines like astronomy and mechanics. He was a
very active member of the Accademia del Cimento. In his De motum animalum (Rome, 1680) he
tried to extend to the biological field the geometrical-mathematical method that Galileus had
elaborated in the mechanical field.
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would tear apart in minute almost invisible pieces; and then those very tiny
eggs were laid14 that look very similar, or little different, to melon seeds. If
due to fate some curious investigator of natural things would want to
repeat these experiments and wouldn’t find them to be quite as right as I
am writing or depicting them down now, he should remember that I am
not recounting here how necessarily the Mosquitoes are born, but it is my
intention to point out what I have seen with my own eyes, and if examining
the water he shouldn’t find those little boats, he shouldn’t call me a liar,
because I have noticed them only in places where there were a large
number of Mosquitoes, and it was not possible to find them there at any
time of the day, but only in some moments and especially when the sun was
high they were lost and disappeared, as it happened to all of them (as I
cited above) in that water basin in the gardens of Saint Tommaso where the
surface of the water was teaming with them, but a few moments later I
couldn’t see not even one of them; however, it can also be that sometimes,
instead, such above named minute boats, due to the great Summer’s heat,
lay the eggs directly or the already living worms are beared in the water by
the Mosquitoes, like My Lord has written in His book of the generation of
insects about the birth of flies, where sometimes eggs are laid and
sometimes live worms were beared.
I have noticed that two types of Mosquitoes are born from the above
mentioned worms and they look quite different, as one can see at number
4 and number 5. I can’t say for sure if they are of different races, or
different in sex, id est that one Mosquito is male and the other one is
female; I can tell for sure that there is a third type of Mosquito that I saw
many times been born in the water and I let produce worms to trial, and
these Mosquitoes look like the other two types mentioned above, but they
are much smaller and their wings are rounder, and the colour is blackish,
and they give birth to worms that look like the ones from the other two
species, but the worms are of a very bright red colour, similar to cinnabar. I
can’t say if those bigger Mosquitoes that fly around shrubby areas are so
large because they belong to a fourth race or because they are born from
larger worms, because I have not conducted experiences on this. I know
well indeed that we can’t call Mosquitoes (as instead many Authors do)
those midges that are born from trees, from poplars, and from elms,
because there is a great difference of shape, great difference in type of birth

14
Translator’s Notes: it is to intend “released in the water” rather than directly laid by
parental female.
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and in transformation; and these midges do not enter houses to constantly
bother those that are sleeping, like Mosquitoes are doing continuously.
Many Authors suggest various and many medical procedures to free
ourselves from the nuisance of Mosquitoes. Pliny praises to grease yourself
with wormwood oil, and Emilio Macro15, or whomever the author is of
those verses that are said to belong to Macro, says to wet yourself with
wine, as long as wormwood has been infused and boiled in it, not knowing
that even Mosquitoes don’t dislike wine. Some others advise to daub saliva
on the face and hands and arms after having chewed well cumin; a modern
author tells to chew cumin, then mix it with strong white wine, and spread
this on windows and doors and all over the house – and to do this work
better one should use fronded and green twigs. The Author of the book of
the simple medicamentations at Pateriano attributed to Galeno16 advises to
use the juice of the fruit of the Tamarisk, or actually after boiling these
fruits in water. Others eulogize to wet the head, and the whole body with
boiled Rue, or Nigella, or Coniza, and adding to that for better efficacy a
good amount of vitriol and charcoal of juniper; and that I imagine is quite
pretty to look at. There are those that suggest to cover yourself each
evening from head to feet before going to sleep with a given mush of oil,
vinegar and pestled sage, and if somebody shouldn’t like sage, there is who
suggests to replace it with incense powder. Those Greeks that wrote about
agriculture adopt as useful method surrounding the bed with a garland of
branches of hemp that were previously sprayed with water; another worthy
man proposes to keep near the head and under the feet sponges soaked in
strong vinegar, and to hang another one of those sponges from the top of
the house – what I find interesting, if not better said ridiculous, is that if we
believe in such remedy that all the Mosquitoes will then fly towards the
sponge hanging from the top of the house, as said by the author, and he
doesn’t notice that if that is true they will even more fly towards the head
and the feet of the person that has thought of such tasty advice. Other
authors rely on the attractiveness, or aversion of things, or actually on
superstition – they write that an infallible remedy against the humming
noise and stinging of Mosquitoes is to hang a horse hair in the middle of
the house; and probably they believe this is true thanks to the enchantments

15
Emilio Macro, Latin poet who lived around 50 b.Ch.; he was a peer and friend of
Hovid and Propertius.
16
Claudio Galeno of Bergamo (today called Bergama in Turkey) (131-201). Greek doctor
who was interested in agriculture, astronomy, astrology, philosophy. His views dominated
European medicine for more than a thousand years.
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of Apollonio Tianeo (as Tzeze17 recounts) no Mosquito ever entered alive
the Cities of Antioch and Constantinople.
The fumigations, that were proposed for this purpose by the Authors
are so many, but so many, that I think that not even the Magician Ismeno18,
the Fairies of Boiardo19, and of Ariosto20 knew and used such a wide range.
All these lies, despite being believed true by the credulous populace, are
completely useless, annoying, and even bothersome more than the
Mosquitoes themselves, against which the one and only strategy is a good
cover, like the one that has been used in ancient times by the Egyptian
fishermen, that is a good Mosquito net that perfectly covers the bed, and in
our time it should be made of the delicate voile of Bologna21, that’s why
talking about these remedies:
I stop now and will not continue further.
In order to finish this letter and summarize what I have written above,
I reply to My Lord that Mosquitoes are not born spontaneously from
putridness, but they are born from their mother’s eggs, and these eggs are
tiny and look like a melon seed and are contained in a shell that looks like a
little boat. They are not born, or spread onto the earth, or amongst the tree
branches in dry sites, but in stagnating waters, and worms are born from
these eggs, that after swimming for a few days in that water and having
grown, change their figure22, and after a few days Mosquitoes are born by
tearing their skin, and they keep that size as they were born for the rest of
their live. If in all my investigations I got to the point, it will be my luck. If I
should have been mistaken, I beg the Literates to forgive me; they should be
reassured that I am not mistaken in believing that the eternal God the
Creator is to worship in the small as much as in the very big things. I
humbly kiss your hands, My Lord.
Florence, on the 4th of November 1679
Of Hon. My Lord.
Dev., and Grateful Servant,
Pietro Paolo da San Gallo
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Translator’s Notes: ancient Byzantine Author.
Ismeno: pagan magician, character of the Gerusalemme Liberata (Translator’s Notes: a heroic poem written by Torquato Tasso, in 1575).
19
Translator’s Notes: ancient medieval Italian writer.
20
Translator’s Notes: ancient medieval Italian writer.
21
Translator’s Notes: a relevant economic city in Italy.
22
Translator’s notes: in the entomological interpretation, it is to intend the reachinf of the
perfect stage, i.e. the transformation of larvae to the adult form through metamorphosis.
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For the reader of the original version
of the manuscript
The page numbering of the entire publication is in arabic
characters and in progressive order, even though each page
mantains the original number.
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